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X-ray microtomography of materials
S. R. Stock

least 50–100 mm spatial resolution. The actual reso-
lution needed for a particular application dependsX-ray microtomography allows imaging of the
on the microstructural features of interest and theirinterior microstructure of materials non-
shapes.destructively and with spatial resolution which can

approach that of optical microscopy (typically, no After presenting the author’s perspective of the
better than 1 mm in samples whose cross-sectional development of microtomography, imaging, X-ray
diameter is on the order of 1 mm, and 10 mm for attenuation, and the physical concepts underlying
10 mm specimens). First, X-ray computed tomography are reviewed. Data collection
microtomography’s origin in medical imaging and strategies, radiation sources, and detectors are sum-the physics behind computed tomography are

marised in the third section. The fourth sectionreviewed. Summaries of apparatus, radiation
describes how microtomography has been applied tosources, data collection schemes, and of materials
several classes of materials problems. Speculationapplications follow. To date, most materials
concerning future directions concludes the review.applications fall into one of four areas: inorganic

matrix composites, transport in porous media,
calcified tissue, and fatigue crack closure. Details
of studies in each area highlight the advantages Background
X-ray microtomography brings, and the final

It is hard to know whether the theft of ideas, themes,section focuses on future directions suggested by
concepts, etc. is more important in popular culturerecent work using imaging modalities other than
(or in the fine arts for that matter) or in science andX-ray attenuation. IMR/343
engineering. Because the subject here is how high

© 1999 IoM Communications Ltd and ASM International. resolution X-ray computed tomography has been and
The author is based at the School of Materials Science can be applied in the field of materials, ‘theft’ is not
and Engineering and Mechanical Properties Research

used in its ethical sense, but rather in the loose senseLaboratory, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA,
of appropriations of an approach from a very different30032-0245, USA.
field. The applications of X-radiation exemplify the
process.

No sooner had Röntgen discovered X-radiation
Introduction than he applied the new found penetrating radiation

to radiological imaging – the first widespread publi-The present review is ‘more and more about less and
cation of the discovery of X-rays featured a radiologi-less’.1 While this approach is undesirable in rhet-
cal image.2 Within 20 years this new medical tooloric or prose, many materials science/engineering
was in use across the battlefields of the First Worldadvances resulted from following this precept: delving
War.3 Locating projectiles and shrapnel and checkinginto ever finer microstructural scales in order to
the reduction of fractures non-invasively was a trueexplain macroscopic behaviour of materials. One of
breakthrough. One of the advantages of radiologicalthe ways of learning more and more about less
images or radiographs, simplicity, can also be a severeand less, X-ray computed tomography, offers the
limitation: these images are nothing more than two-additional advantage of being non-invasive and non-
dimensional projections of the variation of X-raydestructive. That is, the same object can be reinstalled
absorptivity within the object under study. Whileafter inspection or the same sample can be interro-
recording stereo pairs allows precise three-dimen-gated multiple times during the course of mechanical
sional location of high contrast objects, this approachor other testing.
is impractical when a large number of similar objectsX-ray computed tomography is quite familiar in its
produce a confusing array of overlapping images ormedical manifestations (CT, CAT scans, etc.), but it
when there are no sharp charges of contrast on whichis less known as an imaging modality for components
one can orient.

or materials. Computed tomography provides an
A strategy for recovering three-dimensional internal

accurate map of the variation of X-ray absorption
structure evolved prior to digital computers.4 It

within an object, regardless of whether there is a well
involves translating the patient (or object to be

defined substructure of different phases or slowly
imaged) together with the detection medium (film or

varying density gradients. High resolution X-ray com-
other two-dimensional detector) in such a way that

puted tomography is also termed microtomography
only one narrow slice parallel to the translation plane

and reconstructs samples’ interiors with the spatial
remains in focus and is termed laminography or focal

and contrast resolution required for many problems
plane tomography.*,5,6 The contrast from features

of interest, and the application of microtomography outside of this slice is blurred to the point that
to materials science/engineering problems is the sub- it disappears from the image. Sharp images are
ject at hand. The division between conventional
computed tomography and microtomography is, of

* The word tomography arises from the Greek tomos for slice,
course, an artificial distinction, but here microtomog- section, or cut, as in common medical usage such as appendectomy,

plus ‘graphy’5 and appears in print as early as 1935.6raphy is taken to include results obtained with at
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142 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

difficult to obtain, in part, because of the thickness of as metal matrix composites.12 Final assembly verifi-
each slice; and the smearing of images outside the cation, for example in small jet engines, is a third
imaging ‘plane’ across the image of the plane of area where computed tomography appears to be cost
interest seriously degrades contrast within the slice. effective.
Laminography continues to be used as an inspection The extreme sensitivity of X-ray computed tom-
tool for objects whose geometry is impractical for ography to density charges can be exploited to follow
computed tomography, e.g. relatively planar objects damage propagation in polymeric matrix compos-
such as printed wiring boards. ites,13 even when the microcracks produced cannot

Computed tomography, an approach superior to be resolved by the most sensitive X-ray imaging
laminography for most applications, became possible techniques. X-ray computed tomography can be per-
with the development of digital computers. Radon7 formed with a portable unit and offers considerable
established the mathematics underlying computed promise for studying the processes active in growing
tomography in 1917, and in 1968 Cormack8 demon- trees and for milling lumber: the environmental effects
strated the feasibility of using X-rays and a finite on a forest of a nearby chemical or power plant can
number of radiographic viewing directions to recon- be assessed over a number of years on the same set
struct the distribution of X-ray absorptivity within of trees, daily and seasonal changes in the cross-
a cross-section of an object. Early in the 1970s sectional distribution of water can be obtained and
Hounsfield9 developed a commercial computed tom- luck can be removed from the process of obtaining
ography system for medical imaging, and the number large wooden panels with beautiful ring patterns and
of medical systems is now virtually uncountable. without knots or decay.14,15 Pyrometric cones used

In computed tomography of patients there are for furnace temperature calibration are produced in
several constraints which affected the way in which the millions annually and in at least 100 compositions,
apparatus were developed. First, the dose of X-rays and X-ray computed tomography has been applied
received by the patient must be kept to a minimum. to understand why certain powder compositions for
Second, the duration of data collection must be these dry pressed, self-supporting cones produce large
limited to several seconds to prevent involuntary density gradients in dies and rejections rates (due to
patient movement from blurring the image. These fracture) several times higher than most other com-
considerations do not apply in general to imaging of positions.16 Of interest also is comparative work using
inanimate objects, and longer data collection times magnetic resonance imaging and X-ray computed
can be used to improve the signal/noise ratio in the tomography to study ceramics.17
data. Early on, engineering components and assembl- As with any other imaging modality, new appli-
ies were characterised by medical computed tomogra- cations required resolution of even smaller features,
phy scanners but, because the medical systems were and this became the goal of one branch of workers
optimised for the range of contrast encountered in in computed tomography. If instead of resolving
the body and not for objects of technological interest, features with dimensions barely smaller than milli-
systems for non-destructive evaluation and materials metres, as is typical of industrial computed tomogra-
characterisation were soon marketed. In terms of the phy equipment, one were able to image features on
metaphor with which this section began, the circle of the scale of 10 mm, then many microstructural features
thefts from physical science to medicine to physical in engineering materials could be studied non-destruc-
science/engineering was complete. tively. This size scale is also important in biological

Industrial X-ray computed tomography has gained structural materials such as calcified tissue. Areas in
a measure of acceptance,10,11 but the high cost of the which microtomography has been employed profit-
instrumentation means that it will not replace ably include damage accumulation in composites,
X-radiography in many non-destructive evaluation fatigue crack closure in metals, and densification of
applications. Applications where X-ray computed ceramics.
tomography offers significant economic advantages One can view the advances in microtomographic
include five areas:11 new product development, imaging since the 1980s as a by-product of the demand
process control, non-invasive metrology, materials for improved area detectors for consumer electronics.
performance prediction, and failure analysis. The Before considering the mathematics and physics of
information computed tomography provides can computed tomography and the hardware require-
drastically shorten the iterative cycles of prototype

ments for microtomography, it is constructive to
manufacture and testing required to bring new manu-

review the early chronology of microtomography (or
facturing processes under control. Evaluation of cast-

at least the author’s perspective of how this devel-
ings by radiography is very time consuming because

oped). The first realisation of microtomography seems
of widely varying thicknesses of these components

to have been in 1982;18 and, until recently, this group
while computed tomography allows relatively inex-

has used a microfocus X-ray source and a pinhole
pensive inspection; with accurate three-dimensional

collimator to collect high resolution data.*,19 In work
tomographic measurements, castings with critical

published in 1983, Grodzins20,21 suggested how using
flaws can be eliminated before subsequent costly

the tunability of synchrotron X-radiation would allow
manufacturing steps and those with anomalies such

one to obtain enhanced contrast from a particular
as voids that can be demonstrated to be non-critical
can be retained and not scrapped. Integrating com-

* Sato et al.19 presented reconstructions of an optical fibre, claiming
puted tomography data of as manufactured com-

20 mm spatial resolution but, due to the noise in the image and the
ponents into structural analysis programs seems very unfortunate sample geometry, it appears to the author that the

reconstructions are dominated by reconstruction artefacts.promising, particularly for anisotropic materials such

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 143

element within a sample imaged with computed tom- resolution, instrumental factors such as penumbral
blurring (Fig. 1) from a finite light or X-ray sourceography, namely by comparing a reconstruction from

data collected at a wavelength below that of the size act to limit the resolution which can be obtained.
The amount of background and of noise influenceabsorption edge of the element in question with a

reconstruction from a wavelength above the edge. In the spatial resolution with which identical point-like
features can be reliably imaged. For example, a pair1984, Thompson et al.22 published low resolution

computed tomography results using synchrotron radi- of high contrast features can be differentiated at a
smaller separation than the same sized low contrastation and the approach advocated by Grodzins.

Within a few years multiple groups had demonstrated features.
The presence of noise and inherent imaging imper-microtomography using synchrotron radiation23–33

while others applied X-ray tube based microtomogra- fection means that quantities such as apparatus per-
formance and image fidelity must be measured inphy.34–38 It is important to emphasise the shift from

collecting single slices to collecting volumetric (i.e. probabilistic terms for a given set of imaging con-
ditions. The point spread function (PSF), for example,simultaneously collected multiple adjoining slices)

data. describes how the system responds to a point input
(i.e. how it images a point), and the modulation
transfer function (MTF) represents the interaction ofPhysics and mathematics of
the system (PSF) with multiple features of the objectcomputed tomography
being imaged (i.e. the convolution of all these factors).

The fundamentals of computed tomography have The number of line pairs mm−1 which can be resolved
been summarised numerous times,10,12,39–47 and, is an often used simplification. A more accurate
keeping with the task at hand, only those details are approach, reflecting the fact that features must be
presented which are required to appreciate the pub- both detected and resolved, is plotting the contrast
lished applications of X-ray microtomography. The required for 50% discrimination of pairs of features
nomenclature used below follows that of ASTM as a function of their diameters in pixels; this is
E1441-95.40 First, the interaction of X-rays with termed the contrast–detail–dose curve.40
matter will be covered. Next the physical concepts As discovered by Röntgen,2 the attenuation of
involved in reconstructing objects will be reviewed X-rays of wavelength l is given for a homogeneous
followed by a brief foray into the mathematics of the object by the familiar equation48
process. Finally, practical details including sampling

I/I0=exp(−mx) . . . . . . . . . . . (2)considerations, various data collection strategies, and
available detectors close the discussion. where I0 is the intensity of the unattenuated X-ray

The visibility of the various features of an object beam, and I is the beam’s intensity after it traverses
depend on the spatial resolution with which they may a thickness of material x characterised by a linear
be imaged and on the contrast the features have attenuation coefficient m. Typically one finds m given
relative to their surroundings. Understanding the in cm−1. Rewriting equation (1) in terms of the mass
interplay of contrast sensitivity and spatial resolution attenuation coefficient m/r (units cm−2 g−1) explicitly
is important to appreciating what can be achieved recognises that the fundamental basis of the amount
with computed tomography. of attenuation is the number of atoms encountered

Contrast is a measure of how well a feature can be by the X-ray beam
distinguished from the neighbouring background.

I/I0=exp[(−m/r)rx] . . . . . . . . . (3)Frosty the Snowman’s eyes of coal show high contrast
while writing with a yellow highlighter marker on a Equations (2) and (3) reveal what is observed after
white sheet of paper provides little contrast. It is attenuation is complete, and writing the differential
important to be able to quantify the amount of form focuses attention on what occurs within each
contrast present in an objects’ image because the small thickness element dx
smallest change in contrast which can be reliably
discerned by the imaging system dictates quantities dI

I
=−

m

r
r dx . . . . . . . . . . . (4)

like detection limits. Contrast is often defined in terms
of the ratio of the difference in signal between feature

The size of dx into which the path can be segmentedand background to the signal from the background.
varies from instrument to instrument and sample toThus the fractional contrast is given by
sample but, on the scale of the minimum realistic
thickness element dx, (m/r)r is regarded as a constant

contrast=
|sigf−sigb |

sigb
. . . . . . . . (1)

and is written simply as m. Adding the increments of
the attenuation along the direction of X-ray propa-

where sig is the signal observed from the object and
gation yields the more general form

whose point by point variation makes up the image
and the subscripts f and b denote feature and back-

I=I0 expC− P m(s) dsD . . . . . . . . (5)ground respectively.
Spatial resolution describes how well small details

can be imaged or small features can be located with where m(s) is the linear absorption coefficient at
position s along ray s. Assigning the correct value ofrespect to some reference point. One generally quan-

tifies spatial resolution in terms of the smallest separa- m to each position along this ray (and along all the
other rays traversing the sample) knowing only thetion at which two points can be perceived as discrete

entities. Regardless of the criteria adopted for spatial values of the line integral for the various orientations

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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144 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

(a) (b)

1 Illustration of a geometrical magnification and b penumbral blurring. In geometrical magnification,
divergent beam from point source P spreads sample feature at O with width Dx to width DD on
detector or film plane. Amount of magnification depends on ratio of object to detector separation b
source to object separation a. Penumbral blurring occurs when there is finite source size DP at distance
a from point-like feature O in sample. Crossfire from source spreads contrast from O and DD on
detector or film b from object. In both cases trigonometry is all that is required to calculate amount
of magnification or level of blurring.

of s, i.e. In understanding the various experimental
approaches to microtomography, it helps first to
consider the requirements for reconstructing anP m(s) ds= ln (I0/I) . . . . . . . . . . (6)
M×M object (i.e. a planar slice through an object
consisting of M×M volume elements or voxels). A

is the central problem of computed tomography.
set of systematically sampled line integrals ln (I0/I )

Locating and defining the different contributions
must be measured over the entire cross-section of

to attenuation requires measuring I/I0 for many
interest such that the geometrical relationship

different ray directions s. Measuring I/I0 for many
between these measurements is precisely defined. The

different positions for a given s is also required: a
quality of reconstruction depends on how finely the

radiograph measures exactly this quantity, the vari-
object is sampled (i.e. the spatial frequencies resolved

ation of I/I0 as a function of position for a given
in the profiles P(s) and the number of viewing direc-

projection or ray direction. Thus, a set of high reso-
tions), on how accurately individual measurements of

lution radiographs collected at enough well chosen
ln (I0/I ) are made (i.e. the levels of random and

directions s can be used to reconstruct the volume
through which the X-rays traverse.

The reality of being able to reconstruct volumes
can be illustrated simply by considering how the
profile or projection of X-ray attenuation P(s) from a
simple object changes with viewing direction. The low
absorption rectangle within the slice pictured in Fig. 2
casts a spatially narrow but deep ‘shadow’ in the
attenuation profile seen along one viewing direction
and a spatially wide and shallow ‘shadow’ along the
second viewing direction. For the views parallel to
the sides of the rectangle, the corresponding changes
in the profile are quite sharp but, for views oriented
midway between the two pictured in Fig. 2, the
changes in the profile would be more complex. For
this simple case the two correctly chosen views suffice
to define the location of the rectangle and the change
of m between the cylinder and rectangle. Recording
radiographic stereo pairs is often used to precisely
triangulate sharply defined features, i.e. views of the
same sample are recorded along two view directions
separated by a precisely known angle between 5 and
10°. This very rapid approach to three-dimensional
inspection is of little use and gives way to computed
tomography when there are so many similar overlap-

2 Illustration of how internal structure of objects
ping objects that individuals cannot be distinguished, can be determined from projections. For
when contrast does not vary sharply within the simplicity only single plane and parallel
sample, or when the features to be imaged are so X-radiation are pictured, and rotation axis for
anisotropic that they produce significant contrast only collecting views (i.e. absorption profiles P

h
)

along certain viewing directions which cannot be along different directions h is vertical and in
centre of cylindrical sample.43 © ASMEdetermined a priori (e.g. a crack).

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 145

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

3 Illustration of four experimental approaches to X-ray microtomography data collection: a pencil, b fan,
c parallel, and d cone beam methods. P is X-ray source, C is collimator, O is object being imaged, x

2is axis about which sample is rotated to produce different views required for reconstruction, S is slit,
and D is detector

systematic errors), and on how precisely each struction. Another approximate data collection
approach is spiral tomography,54,55 and it hasmeasurement can be related to a common frame of

reference. received considerable attention because it affords
increased speed and lower patient X-ray dosage. OnlyThe number of samples per projection and the

number of views needed depends on the reconstruc- those details important in a particular data collection
strategy and those reconstruction artefacts importanttion method and on the size of features one wishes

to resolve in the reconstruction. For an M×M slice, in the examples will be discussed.
a minimum of (p/4)M2 independent measurements
are required for noise-free data, but faithful recon- Apparatus, radiation sources, and
struction can still be obtained with sampling data collectionapproaching this minimum, even in the presence of
noise.40 Features down to one-tenth of the recon- Most microtomography systems employ one of four

geometries. While two arrangements are the same asstructed voxels can be seen if contrast is high
enough,41,49 and metrology algorithms can measure two of the four generations of scanners into which

the computed tomography literature classifies appar-dimensions to about one-tenth of a pixel with a three
sigma confidence level. The number of samples per atus, the other two are different.

In first generation or pencil beam systems (Fig. 3a),view is generally more important than the number of
views, errors in I/I0 of 10−3 have been found to be a pinhole collimator C from point-like source P

produces a narrow, pencil-like beam which is scannedsignificant,50 and both place important constraints on
detectors for computed tomography. Summarising across the object O along x1 to produce each view;

successive views are obtained by rotation about x2 .the variety of reconstruction algorithms falls outside
the scope of the present review (see for example Refs. Only a simple zero-dimensional X-ray detector D is

required, perhaps with some scatter shielding S, and39 and 40), and public domain libraries of reconstruc-
tion software are available.51 energy sensitive detectors are readily available and, if

used instead of gas proportional or scintillation detec-All of the ‘exact’ reconstruction algorithms require
a full 180° set of views although approximate recon- tors, allow reconstructions to obtain very accurate

values of the linear attenuation coefficients. Successivestructions can be obtained where views are missing,
for example where opacity and sample size limits the views are obtained by rotating the sample and repeat-

ing the translation. Obtaining volumetric data (i.e. adirections along which useful views may be
obtained;52,53 the cost is a degraded quality recon- set of adjacent slices) borders on infeasible because of

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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146 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

the long scan times required, but this is balanced by with isotropic voxels (i.e. the voxel dimensions within
the reconstruction plane equal the slice thickness).the inherent simplicity and flexibility of such appar-

atus and by a relatively greater immunity to degra- The cone beam geometry (Fig. 3d ), the three-
dimensional analogue of the two-dimensional fandation of contrast due to scatter. Pencil beam

microtomography continues to be used with labora- beam arrangement, is a fourth option; it is especially
well suited for volumetric computed tomographytory X-ray sources,18,56–69 and very high spatial reso-

lution has been achieved in small samples using employing microfocus tube sources.36–38 The X-rays
diverge from the source, pass through the sample,synchrotron radiation.27,70,71

Fan beam systems (Fig. 3b, that is, third generation and are recorded on the area detector. In this
geometry each detector row, except the central row,apparatus) use a rotate-only geometry. A flat fan of

X-rays defined by C and spanning the sample orig- receives contributions from more than one slice, and
the effect becomes greater the farther one goes frominates at the point-like source P, passes through the

sample and scatter shield S and is collected by the the plane perpendicular to the rotation axis. The cone
beam reconstruction algorithm is an approximation,one-dimensional X-ray detector. These systems are

often used with laboratory microfocus generated however, and some blurring is to be expected in the
axial direction for features which do not have signifi-X-radiation. This detector consists of an array of

discrete elements which allows the entire view to be cant extent along this direction. Nonetheless, recon-
struction of the same 8 mm cube of trabecular bonecollected simultaneously. One to two thousand detec-

tors are typically in the array, making fan beam from data collected with orthogonal rotation axes
show only minor differences when the same slices aresystems much more rapid than pencil beam systems,

but data for only one slice are recorded at a time. compared.38 With an X-ray source size approaching
5–10 mm, system resolution is limited by that of theThe necessity of normalising detector response is

introduced and ring artefacts can result from various X-ray detector array and can be better than 50 mm.
Note that only the portions of the sample whichnon-uniformities. For example, incorporating a linear

or area detector makes the system become much remain in the beam throughout the entire rotation
can be reconstructed.more susceptible to scatter (than pencil beam sys-

tems), that is, the redirection of photons from the In synchrotron based microtomography, the cost
of discarding most of the X-ray spectrum duringdetector element on a line of sight from the X-ray

source into another detector element. In severe cases, monochromatisation is insignificant compared to the
times required for sample movement, detector read-this can greatly affect the fidelity of a reconstruction.

Further, it is necessary to normalise the response of out, etc. In most cases the resulting monochromatic
beam is intense enough for a view to be collected inthe different detector elements; even with careful

correction, ring artefacts from various non-uniformit- 1 s or less. As mentioned earlier, collecting microtom-
ography data above and below the absorption edgeies can still appear in reconstructions. When examin-

ing slices from fan beam systems it is not only of an element of interest and comparing the two
reconstructions provides considerably improved sen-important to note the dimensions of the pixels in the

plane of reconstruction, it is also important to ascer- sitivity.73,74 Most microtomography with tube sources
of X-radiation has been performed using the entiretain the thickness of the slice. Systems collecting data

for one slice at a time often are used with a detector spectrum, Bremstrahlung and characteristic radiation,
because the cost in data collection times is prohibitivewidth (perpendicular to the reconstruction plane) and

slice thickness substantially larger than the voxels’ in this photon starved environment. Exceptions
include studies done with pencil beam systems. Onedimensions in the reconstruction plane. This certainly

improves signal/noise ratio in the reconstruction and group used an energy sensitive detector to correct for
polychromaticity65 and another used a channel cutis very effective when samples with slowly varying

structure along one axis are imaged with this axis monochromator.69
The use of polychromatic radiation produces anperpendicular to the reconstruction plane.72 This

approach sacrifices sensitivity to defects much smaller effect called beam hardening: the average photon
energy of the beam penetrating the sample increasesthan the slice thickness.

In situations where a spatially-wide, parallel beam with increasing sample thickness because the lower
energy photons are absorbed at a much higher rateof X-rays is available, the parallel beam geometry

(Fig. 3c) allows straightforward and very rapid data than the higher energy photons. Thus equations
(1)–(5) are no longer strictly valid as written. Beamcollection for multiple slices (i.e. a volume) simul-

taneously. A parallel beam from a source P (with a hardening combined with scattering leads to cupping
in reconstructed slices of a uniform object, that is, acertain cross-sectional area) shines through the sample

and is collected by a two-dimensional detector array. radial gradient in m with abnormally low values at
the interior centre and high values at the periphery.Since the X-ray beam is parallel, the projection of

each slice of O on D (i.e. each row of the array) is Dual energy techniques, however, offer promise of
correcting for the effect of collecting data using aindependent of all other slices. In practice, this must

be done at storage rings optimised for the production range of wavelengths.75
The characteristics of the X-ray detector array usedof the hard synchrotron X-radiation.24,26 High per-

formance area detectors are required, but there is an have important consequences for the performance of
a given microtomography apparatus. Most one- orenormous increase in data collection rates over the

geometries described above. Because most area detec- two-dimensional detector arrays are based on semi-
conductor devices (e.g. photodiode arrays, chargetors consist of a square array of detector elements,

slices are generally, but not always, reconstructed injection devices, and charge coupled devices (CCDs))

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 147

which work efficiently with optical photons and which remains constant. Table 1 gives typical formats, pixel
sizes, and dynamic ranges of some of the CCDs usedare not suitable as direct X-ray detectors. These

detectors are quite transparent at photon energies in microtomography.45,80–82 Efforts to develop large
detector arrays composed of a mosaic of CCD chipsabove 10 keV and quickly suffer radiation damage.

Instead of detecting the X-ray photons directly, the are also of interest.83
The characteristics of the X-ray to light conversionarray is coupled to an X-ray sensitive media chosen

for optimum performance for the X-ray energies of media dictate, to a large extent, what coupling scheme
is optimum for a given area detector.84,85 Phosphorinterest. These media scintillate when X-ray photons

are absorbed. powders on a screen or embedded in transparent
media,23,24,28 monolithic or fibre optic scintillatorThe size of the X-ray source affects the spatial

resolution which can be obtained. This is normally glasses,81 single crystal scintillators,45 and litho-
graphically fabricated cellular phosphor array con-not a consideration with synchrotron radiation, given

the intrinsic low divergence and the typical source to sisting of 2·5 mm spaced close packed holes filled with
plugs of phosphor26 have been used. All of the phos-sample distances employed (>10 m). With X-ray

tubes, using a small (5–10 mm) dia. X-ray source limits phor ‘screens’ except the last can be obtained in a
straightforward fashion, and the reason for going tothe loading of the target (i.e. the amount of energy

which may be deposited) and the resulting X-ray such extremes in producing a discretised micrometre
scale fluorescent screen was to prevent optical cross-intensity. This must be balanced against use of a

larger spot size where penumbral blurring would talk between adjacent detector elements.25 The noise
from scatter, however, remains, and little seems to beprevent small features from being seen. As will be

discussed in the context of quantification of crack gained comparatively by the discretisation.45 Bonse
et al.80 compare the performance of two X-ray toopenings in the applications section, there are situ-

ations where much can be done even in the presence light converters, a CdWO4 single crystal plate 0·5 mm
thick, and an Y2O2S/Eu screen about 40 mm thickof significant penumbral blurring.

Most groups engaged in microtomography based and note that the screen was up to ×15 greater in
fluorescence while the single crystal provided con-their apparatus on linear or area detectors because

volumetric work is largely impractical with pencil siderably better spatial resolution (80 line pairs mm−1
at 20% contrast, corresponding to 6 mm resolution).beam systems. Details typical of pencil beam systems

appear elsewhere,64 and the discussion here will, Bueno et al.81 compared several commercial inorganic
polycrystalline phosphor screens to fibre optic glasstherefore, focus on one- and two-dimensional detec-

tors. Besides the electronics necessary to read the scintillator arrays and report better performance with
the glass (up to 20 line pairs mm−1) than the powderlinear or area detectors, these systems consist of an

X-ray sensitive medium (phosphor) for converting the scintillators. Corrections for various inhomogeneities
are required.86,87incident X-rays into a signal (generally light) which

can be coupled ( lens system or fibre optic channel Microchannel plates have found use coupling
powder scintillator screens to CCD cameras.82plate) to the detector array.

One-dimensional photodiode arrays (Reticon Optical lens systems have been used by many groups
to provide an optical link for powder and singledevices, typically 1024 elements) have been success-

fully used in several single slice microtomography crystal screens and CCD cameras. A particularly
effective scheme is to use one or more low depth ofapparatus.28,29,33–35,72,76 In these systems, optical

fibres are typically used to couple the detector with focus optical lens(es) combined with a single crystal
scintillator.45,80the phosphor. Some systems have Gd2O2S/Tb based

phosphors coated directly on the end of the fibres, Before shifting the focus from apparatus to appli-
cations, it is worthwhile to consider some additionalwhile another couples to a 650 mm thick transparent

layer in which 4 mm dia. particles are embedded.29 As approaches available for optimising microtomogra-
phy. Fan beam and cone beam apparatus generallyis noted elsewhere,45 photodiode arrays are quite

noisy and suffer from significant non-linearities employ point X-ray sources, and this allows geometri-
cal magnification to match desired sample voxel sizewhich can lead to very serious ring artefacts in

reconstruction. to detector pixel size (Fig. 1). The incorporation of
time delay integration (mechanically coupled scanningSome two-dimensional detector systems have been

based on vidicons,36–38,77–79 but most are based on
two-dimensional CCDs. Within each device (metal Table 1 Some CCDs used in microtomography
oxide silicon (MOS)) of the CCD array, an absorbed

Pixel
photon creates a charge pair. The electrons are size, Dynamic
accumulated in each detector well during exposure, CCD type Format* mm2 range Ref.
and the individual detector elements are read digitally Thomson CSF
by transferring charge from pixel to pixel until all TH78882CDA 384×576 23×23 5×104 80

Texas Instrumentscolumns of pixels have reached the readout register
4849 390×584 22×22 5×104 80and been stored in the computer system. The larger
Kodak KAF-1400 1320×1035 6·8×6·8 4×103 80the detector element area, the greater the number of
Thomson 1024×1024 19×19 2×104 81

electrons which can be stored and the greater the Loral Aerospace 1024×1024 15×15 4×103 81
dynamic range. Normally one thinks of increased Tektronix 2048×2048 24×24 8×103 81

EEV CCD02-06 385×578 22×22 ... 82detector element size entailing a sacrifice of spatial
Kodak 2048×2048 ... . . . 45resolution, but this need not be so if the number of
*Manufacture of 4K×4K CCDs has also been reported.detector elements sampling the specimen cross-section

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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148 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

of sample and detector) into a microtomography extend. In virtually all ceramic matrix composites
system82 has allowed reconstruction of specimens being considered for commercial use, both reinforce-
larger than the CCD image area or the X-ray beam; ments and matrix have negligible ductility; therefore,
directional correlation of noise in large aspect ratio the faces of microcracks and large cracks tend to
samples remains a problem since this introduces resume contact once applied loads decrease to zero.
streak artefacts.88 Time delay integration has been Even with load applied, crack openings typically
quite successful in eliminating ring artefacts caused remain below a few micrometres; being able to detect
by non-uniform response of the individual detector such small features has been the main impediment
elements.82 Use of an asymmetrically-cut crystal, pos- to applying microtomography to quantification of
itioned between sample and X-ray area detector and damage in ceramic matrix composites and the reason
set to diffract the monochromatic synchrotron radi- why microtomography studies to date have focused
ation incident on the sample, has been demonstrated on processing.
to reject scatter and improve sensitivity as well as to The pore structure in degassed and non-degassed
provide, through beam spreading, magnification of reaction bonded, silicon nitride/silicon carbide was
the X-ray beam prior to its sampling by the X-ray studied with 10 mm reconstructions of the 1 mm×
detector.32,33,89 This is an adaptation of a commonly 1 mm cross-section,60 and the 15 mm dia. Nicalon
used method in X-ray diffraction topography that fibres could not be resolved. The structure of chan-
allows one to overcome limitations of the detector, nels between cloth layers in SiC–SiC composites
i.e. to approach resolutions inherent to the X-ray has been also studied as has the densification of these
source. composites by chemical vapour infiltration,94–97 but

discussion of these very interesting results is post-
poned until the third subsection. Images of aMaterials applications
SiC monofilament–Si3N4 (91 wt-%Si3N4 , 6%Y2O3 ,Microtomography has been applied to imaging inor-
3%Al2O3 ) composite have been obtained with micro-ganic composites and their response to deformation,
tomography;98 in 111 mm thick slices, the 140 mm dia.to studying the naturally occurring composite of
fibres and their 30 mm dia. cores are quite visible, andcalcified tissues, to studying pathways for material
the radial variation of linear attenuation coefficienttransport in porous solids, and to studying fatigue
at 24·0 keV for the SiC fibres agrees with others’crack closure in metal samples. The following four
21 keV measurements of similar fibres.99 Thermo-subsections summarise results in these four areas.
mechanical fatigue of ceramic as well as metal matrixThere is some redundancy in the citations as the same
composites has also been investigated.100data appear in very different contexts: review papers

Before discussing metal composites results, considerfocusing on technique as well as publications focusing
the requirements for reliably detecting cracks withon materials science. The reader should also note that
very small openings, say 0·5 mm. Assuming such asome studies such as the chemical vapour infiltration
crack extends across the entire voxel and that theof SiC preforms span more than one area. Porosity
signal/noise ratio in the reconstruction is adequatein welds,89 uniformity of laser fusion microballoons,24
for detection of one-quarter voxel of empty space,the fracture of bonding layers between ceramic
projections of the object must be recorded with 2·5 mmplates,90 carbon fibre based composites,72,74 poly-
spatial resolution in order for the sample to bemerisation particles,70 catalyst distribution in poly-
reconstructed with the required voxel size for crackmer particles,71 electronic components,38,91 and
detection. If a 2K×2K detector array were used,microstructure in insects27,92,93 have also been studied
sample diameters up to 5 mm could be studied suc-but will not be covered here in order to keep the
cessfully. It is important to emphasise that detectingreview’s length manageable.
a crack 0·5 mm thick in a sample 5 mm thick requires
sensitivity to changes in sample thickness of ~10−4.Inorganic matrix composites
On the one hand, cracks consist of spatially correlatedThe field of inorganic composites is vast, and wide
voxels for low absorption, so this helps in detectingscope exists for applications of X-ray microtomogra-
such narrow cracks. On the other hand, cracks oftenphy to processing and to damage accumulation and
follow the interface between reinforcement andfracture of these composites. Both ceramic matrix
matrix, and this hinders detection.and metal matrix composites have been studied by

Reports of microtomography of metal matrixmicrotomography, including samples reinforced
composites appear to be limited to aluminumwith continuous and discontinuous second phases.
and titanium matrixes and have mostly focusedParticulates, chopped fibre, continuous fibre, and
on SiC monofilament reinforced com-monofilament reinforced composites have all been
posites,43,60–62,72,76,98–106 not only because theseexamined.
composites offer important performance gains overIn ceramic matrix composites, the reinforcements
other composites but also because the size of theprovide increased toughness and damage tolerance
fibres allows unambiguous identification of damageand are normally in the form of fibres. One strategy
modes at individual fibres and because these resultsis to use the fibres to absorb energy by causing a
can be linked to work on damage mode characteris-network of microcracks to form, energy which might
ation in optically transparent glass compositesotherwise contribute to catastrophic propagation of
employing the same monofilaments. Nonetheless,a single, main crack. A second strategy is to use the
metal matrix composites reinforced with short, smallfibres to bridge cracks which constrains the amount

the crack can open and how far the crack tip can diameter fibres80 and with particulates66,106 have

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 149

been studied; the latter study followed damage
accumulation.

A pencil beam microtomography system was used
to investigate several aspects of ceramic particulate
reinforced aluminum composites.66 Within a given
cross-section of the powder processed composite, the
content of 12 mm TiB2 particles was found to deviate
substantially from the nominal 20 vol.-% of reinforce-
ment: contents as low as 10 vol.-% were reported.
The local void volume fraction within the necked
regions of a set of composite samples with 5, 10, and
20 vol.-% 30 mm SiC particles was also measured as
a function of true strain. These types of measurement
focus attention on the portion of the sample where
damage is concentrated, offer a very sensitive probe
of damage, and allow the same volume to be interro-
gated in three-dimensions multiple times during its
evolution. Unfortunately, the sections were not com-
pletely contiguous, a limitation imposed by the quite
low data acquisition rates with pencil beam systems.

A parallel beam system employing synchrotron
X-radiation has been used to image aluminum matrix 4 Radial variation of absorption for 140 mm dia.

SiC monofilament.99,104 © Materials Researchcomposites reinforced by Al2O3 whiskers 2–4 mm dia.
Societyand 50–80 mm length, or by Al2O3 fibres about 20 mm

dia.80 The sample diameter of the former composite
was ~1 mm while that of the latter, which was not

absorption measured for the SiC fibres and identifiesreported, was apparently much less than 1 mm. The
the different microstructural zones of the fibres. Thewhisker reinforced composite is a material normally
32 mm dia. graphite fibre cores are distinct, evenused for diesel engine pistons, and its aluminium
without averaging, and radial averaging over manymatrix contains significant levels of Si, Cu, Ni, and
slices and fibres was necessary to overcome the noiseFe. The resulting intermetallic phases were seen to
in the data and to reveal the several regions ofform a three-dimensional network whose mesh size
somewhat different compositions99 consistent withwas of the order of 15 mm. These investigations also
reported variations of stoichiometry.108,109found that the individual Al2O3 fibre images and the

In an eight ply, as processed SCS-8 SiC/6061-0 Aldistribution of fibre images for the second composite
matrix composite (Fig. 5), considerable intra-ply,agreed with scanning electron micrographs and dem-
processing related porosity was noted in recon-onstrated spatial resolution of 6 mm in the reconstruc-
structions.60,99,101,104 Monochromatic synchrotrontions (MTF of 80 line pairs mm−1 at 20% contrast).80
X-radiation with energy between 20 and 22 keV wasMicrotomography of SiC monofilament–Ti matrix
used to collect the data for these reconstructions withcomposites presents a somewhat different challenge
6 mm isotropic voxels. The contrast between SiC andthan imaging small diameter particulate or chopped
Al is quite small at these energies, so that porosityfibre Al matrix composites, or, for that matter, imag-
and the monofilaments’ carbon cores are the mosting the same monofilament in an Al matrix. While
visible features, and differentiating between fibre coresthere is relatively little contrast between Al and SiC
and porosity requires careful scrutiny and a close eye(their linear attenuation coefficients are quite simi-
for the weak contrast between SiC and Al. As an aidlar),99 the large absorption of Ti makes it difficult to
to the eye, the SiC/Al boundary of one fibre in Fig. 5adetect changes within the SiC or C portions of the
is traced with a dark circle, and an arrow points to amonofilaments.102 Matrixes of Ti3Al and Ti–6–4
matrix pore. Based on examination of many slices,(6%Al, 4%V) with Textron SCS-6 SiC monofilament
loading to 828 MPa and beyond eliminates muchreinforcements have been imaged using tube gener-
of the porosity (compare Fig. 5a and b). Likewise,

ated72 or synchrotron X-radiation.102 In these three-
measurement of the separation between fibre cores of

and eight ply, aligned fibre composites, matrix cracks
first and higher order neighbours reveals that the

and broken fibres could be clearly seen.
fibre centres become more regularly spaced as the

The bulk of the microtomography work on mono-
load increases. The slice in Fig. 5b was close to

filament reinforced composites, however, has been on
the fracture surface, and fibre fracture as well as

Al matrix materials and includes at least one PhD
fibre–matrix disbonds are seen. Thus, as mono-

thesis.104 With the exception of one damaged*,107
tonic load increased, the porosity disappeared and

sample of [02/±45]s eight ply SCS-2 SiC/Al,102 the
fibre spacing became more regular.101 It is doubtful

samples examined have consisted of aligned mono-
whether fibre rearrangement and porosity elimina-

filaments. Figure 4 shows the radial variation of
tion would have been uncovered in studies of pol-
ished sections: too much labour would be required

*The sample (the outer two plies on each side of the sample
to interrogate enough serial sections.

were parallel to, and the four central plies were oriented
Reconstructions with isotropic 6–7 mm voxels ofat ±45° to the load axis) experienced 5·0×106 cycles with

R=smin/smax=0·3 and load range of 413 MPa.107 ~1·5 mm×~1·5 mm cross-sections cut from coupons

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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150 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

5 Slices perpendicular to SiC monofilament fibres in a as received state and b after loading to 1448 MPa
(failure). The darker the pixel, the lower the X-ray attenuation. Eight plies lie horizontally, and top and
bottom of each image (surfaces of composite plate) are 2·5 mm apart. In a SiC/Al interface of single
fibre is traced with circle and arrow points to matrix pore.101,104 © Materials Research Society

of the same composite panel reveals that obser- that of the same monofilaments in the first slice
beyond the tip of the crack. Results of the twovation of increased mechanical stiffness after the

first few fatigue cycles corresponds to elimination measurement techniques agreed within 2 mm (within
about 15% of 1 voxel ). The wedge at 45° to the pliesof the processing related matrix porosity (initially

2–7 vol.-%) and to displacement of the fibres from was inserted 2·1 mm into the ~1·5 mm×~1·5 mm
sample, which was not far enough to cause significantsomewhat irregular arrangement into a more nearly

hexagonal array (similar to Fig. 5).99,102 This study fibre fracture, but it did cause significant fibre dis-
placement, fibre–matrix debonding, and ductile rup-showed the fibres rearranged and the porosity disap-

peared by the time the load reached 828 MPa. ture of the Al matrix. The wedge perpendicular to the
plies caused substantial fibre fracture. Cracks open asFracture of the C cores of the SiC fibres appeared to

occur before 828 MPa and to nucleate the subsequent little as 1–2 mm, i.e. 10% of a voxel’s width, could be
detected. Opening as a function of distance from theSiC fracture, but SiC cracking could not be observed

except after fracture (s=1448 MPa), no doubt wedge tip was very different for the two geometries
and reflected whether or not fibre fracture hadbecause the cracks are pulled closed by the relaxation

of adjacent fibres at lower stresses. In fractured occurred. With the 45° wedge, opening decreased
fairly uniformly and quite rapidly until about 700 mmsamples of this metal matrix composite, however,

spiral and planar cracks within SiC fibres can be seen from the tip of the wedge, whereas with the 90° wedge,
opening was roughly constant and much larger (thanquite clearly with microtomography:45,104 Fig. 6

includes only the low absorption voxels from within that in the 45° sample) between 100 and 1000 mm
from the wedge tip after which the crack becamethe volume containing a single SiC fibre. The carbon

core extends vertically to the sample surface (top) invisible within 100 mm.
The relatively well behaved gradients in crackwhere the fibre pulled out of the matrix. The obser-

vation of C core fracture in the SiC fibres illustrates opening produced in the studies cited above allowed
detailed assessment of how well crack opening canone of the advantages of tomography: this observation

could not be made with serial sectioning and optical be quantified for a given level of noise in the recon-
structed images. Besides controlling the amount ofor scanning electron microscopy since any such frac-

tures observed would undoubtedly be attributed to opening allowed, the fibres provided a built in fiducial
for measuring crack opening: the change in fibre–polishing damage.

Crack detectability has also been studied in Al–SiC fibre separations. In other words, the difference in
two monofilament’s separation across the crack at amonofilament composites using a thin wedge pushed

into a sample parallel to the fibre axes.61,62 Two particular position and that far from the crack tip
should give an accurate measure of opening at theorientations of the wedge were examined, perpendicu-

lar to the eight plies of the composite and 45° to the position in question. Most samples in which crack
opening needs to be measured do not have theseplies. A pencil beam system with a 10 mm dia. collim-

ator, a Pd filter, and an energy sensitive detector set fiducials, so that crack opening must be quantified
by summing the openings in adjacent partially openfor Ag K

a
radiation allowed slices perpendicular to

the monofilament axes to be reconstructed with voxels. It is difficult to trust the robustness of such a
procedure without at least once checking its results12·5 mm isotropic voxels. Crack opening displacement

in the plane of the plies was measured as a function against those of a fiducial based opening measure-
ment; thus, the results of the wedge studies offerof distance from the tip of the wedge by direct

measurement of the opening or by comparing the important guidance not only for how small an
increment of crack opening can be quantified inseparation of fibres on either side of the crack with

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 151

monolithic samples but also for detection limits (in saturated. Because the incident beam must cover the
sample entirely, some detector elements invariably seeterms of partial voxels) for other high contrast

features. the unattenuated direct beam, and the time required
to saturate these elements represents the maximumThree point bending of a notched eight ply SiC–Al

monofilament composite has been studied with a counting time for a view. Less noisy reconstructions
might be obtained by collecting many views alongpencil beam system60 and a CCD system101 and

summarised in Ref. 104. Broken fibres, matrix crack- the same projection direction and adding them
together point by point to extend the dynamic rangeing, and fibre–matrix disbonds were observed. The

notch was 0·6 mm deep and ~0·8 mm wide, and it of the collected data, but this has not been investigated
extensively and beam instabilities can become import-was on the tensile side of the 1·5 mm×1·5 mm cross-

section of the sample. Outside the notch only a small ant if the averaging time becomes too long. The
particular application and sample geometry dictateamount of fibre disbonding was present adjacent to

the end of the notch. Most of the damage was confined whether extraordinary measures are required.
The rapid change of attenuation coefficients acrossto within the material ahead of the notch. Large

lengths of fibres had pulled from the matrix, and the most interfaces poses a particular challenge for accu-
rate reconstruction. This is a greater problem for SiCauthors noted that the matrix–fibre shear zone

extended 200–300 mm beyond both ends of fractured reinforcements in a Ti matrix than in an Al matrix,
for example, and an experimenter’s choice of X-rayfibres. The fibre fracture surfaces were not planar,

and significant plastic deformation was inferred to energy needs to consider the desired difference in
contrast between reinforcement and matrix as well ashave occurred after fibre fracture and pullout.

In addition to the monotonic and fatigue damage optimum sample transmissivity. There is a large area
of internal interfaces, and detecting cracking at thesestudy of SiC–Al cited above,104 in situ observation of

monotonic deformation in an Al–SiC monofilament interfaces, an important failure mode, presents a very
real challenge. Little can be done if the interfacecomposite has also been reported.105 In this latter

study, the 140 mm dia. fibres were cut into 1 mm cracks are tightly closed, except if in situ loading can
be applied to open the cracks. Even when these crackslengths and included in a 1 mm dia. sample at a

volume fraction of 0·10. These dimensions are rather are open, it is difficult to detect the change of attenu-
ation from the crack superimposed on the transitionunrealistic when compared to typical monofilament

reinforced composites, but it appears that they were in absorption across the interface. Considerable cau-
tion must be exercised, therefore, in quantification ofconvenient for microtomography and, in the case of

the monofilament length, avoided the need to apply interface cracking using X-ray microtomographic
reconstructions.large loads and avoided unstable fracture once the

ultimate tensile stress was exceeded. Observations
were reported at zero stress, at a stress just before

Transport in porous materialsfailure, and after the sample failed. An X-ray pickup
tube was used with 23 keV synchrotron radiation; Understanding the role of porosity, in particular the

pore connectivity, in material transport is crucial inunfortunately the two-dimensional detector could be
used to record only a maximum of 40 slice planes fields as diverse as oil production, filter operation,

and composite material densification, and publisheddue to computer memory limitations. The slice width
and interval between slices were 31 and 79 mm, reports of computed tomography in all three areas

have appeared.94–97,110–117 Transport is, of course,respectively. Despite the difficulty of working with a
set of non-contiguous slices and the decreased crack important in biological structures (e.g. trabeculae in

cancellous bone, Haversian canals in cortical bone,sensitivity due to the relatively large slice thickness,
the authors report fibre–matrix disbonding, fibre pull- and blood vessels in other organs), but this discussion

is postponed until the following section.out, and matrix cracking only at the maximum stress
(and, of course, in the failed condition). From obser- A priori microstructural knowledge could aid in

design of a drilling fluid that would cause minimalvation of the failed composite, the authors inferred
that the matrix crack observed at the maximum stress formation damage from particle invasion113 for

example, or composite preform architecture or infil-propagated close to several monofilament segments
and led to the sample’s failure. Because of the small tration conditions could be altered to provide more

uniform and complete densification. Representativemonofilament lengths, the relatively low volume frac-
tion of reinforcement and the relatively small sample volumes of highly variable structures such as geologi-

cal core samples and ceramic cloth preforms havediameter (compared to the monofilament diameter),
it is unclear whether the conclusions represent what been studied with microtomography. In addition to

the focus on pore topology, assessing how well differ-occurs during fracture of composites containing the
much longer monofilaments typically employed. ent phases could be detected has received more atten-

tion. Pencil beam, cone beam, and synchrotronThe reconstructed images of composites cited above
suffer from a large amount of noise relative to the parallel beam microtomography systems have been

used to study Fontainebleau and Berea sandstones, adifference in absorptivity between the Al matrix and
the SiC fibres. Improving the signal/noise ratio in the Texas creme chalk, and glass bead packs.

A Fountainebleau sandstone (porosity fraction=reconstructions requires much longer counting times:
most investigators agree that decreasing noise in 0·197 and experimentally measured permeability

Kexp=1860 mD, where 1 Darcy=10−12 m2 and thereconstructions by a factor of 2 increases data collec-
tion time by 23, but detector elements can collect permeability relates the volumetric flow rate divided

by the cross-sectional area to the pressure gradientonly a finite number of ‘photons’ before becoming

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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152 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

6 Three-dimensional rendering showing surface of low absorption voxels within SiC monofilament in
fractured Al–SiC composite sample. Fracture surface is at top, and graphite core C extends down from
fracture surface. Large diameter cylinder atop carbon core shows where SiC monofilament pulled
from Al matrix in this half of sample. Midway down fibre a spiral crack in SiC is visible45,104

divided by the Newtonian viscosity) was studied with determining local transport conditions and on the
other how much care must be taken to ensure rep-a 5 mm×5 mm dia. beam of ~19 keV photons. An

image matrix of 303×303 10 mm×10 mm elements resentative volumes are imaged and to avoid over
interpretation of limited data.was formed for 100 slices separated by 10 mm.113 The

permeability calculated for the imaged sample agreed Microtomogrphy results from three Berea sand-
stones, a Texas creme chalk and a glass bead spherewith that measured directly in larger samples. A

second study of Fontainebleau sandstone114 examined pack have also been reported;113 the sample dimen-
sions (2·5 mm in each direction) and the reconstruc-3·5 mm dia. samples with a synchrotron CCD based

system and imaged three samples with isotropic tion meshes (303×303×250 with 10 mm spacing)
were similar to those in the studies cited above. The7·5 mm voxels and image cubes of 288×288×~235

voxels. In this second example, the authors note that air permeabilities of the geological samples ranged
over nearly three orders of magnitude (from 1000 tothe samples contained about seven grains on a side,

which is close to the minimum size to estimate 16 mD), and the results confirmed that pore structures
could be followed in materials representative of thosepermeability with accuracy, and calculated per-

meabilities from the microstructure of 1000–1300 mD, found in petroleum reservoirs. When the glass bead
pack was infiltrated with a mixture of oil and water,in good agreement with experimental values deter-

mined with several other techniques. Since the authors found their results were clear enough to
allow at least three fluid phases to be resolved. TheFontainebleau sandstones are reported to be remark-

ably homogeneous for geological materials, the agree- ability to resolve oil from water or other phases is
important in understanding how, during secondaryment between these two studies is not surprising.

Modelling of fluid permeability in both studies recovery, some oil being swept by the driving fluid
becomes immobilised by capillary forces and formsshowed large variability in fluid flow depending on

which subset of the reconstructed volumes was used isolated, unextractable blobs. Others have compared
the distribution of various fluids in porous geologicalto define the three-dimensional channel structure.

Because several different numerical methods were material (determined by microtomography) with mag-
netic resonance relaxation times111 so as to enableused, it appears unlikely that the variability can be

due to anything other than changes in channel archi- rapid, non-imaging characterisation.
Similar pore topology exists in ceramic matrixtecture. This demonstrates on the one hand how

powerful microtomography imaging can be in composites partially densified by chemical vapour

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 153

infiltration (CVI).94–97,110,111 The goal with ceramic
composites is to maximise the density produced by
processing so that the toughening effect of the
reinforcement is fully realised; an evolving structure
must be understood in this case. Production of com-
plex, near net shape parts results for materials which
are very difficult to machine; cost savings for SiC–SiC
composites can be enormous. The preforms of these
composites are often constructed by laying layers of
cloth to form the required thickness or by wrapping
multiple layers of cloth around a mandrel. In CVI,
the preform is infiltrated by a vapour precursor which
decomposes and deposits the desired phase within
the composite. Another approach, reaction sintering,
fills the preform with a very fine powder and forms
the matrix by reacting the precursor with a gas. While
reaction sintered samples have been studied with
microtomography for different processing con-
ditions,59 the principle work has been in CVI of
SiC–SiC composites.

Use of a portable reaction chamber allowed
Nicalon (amorphous SiC, Nippon carbon)–SiC com-
posites to be transported to a synchrotron radiation
source between increments of CVI and to be imaged
multiple times with microtomography.94–97 The
graphite chambers were cylindrical with a 10 mm
outside diameter, and the Nicalon cloth preforms,
each 6·2 mm dia. and 6·0 mm high, consisted of 20
layers stacked within a chamber. Each cloth was

7 Maps of three patterns of channel width (leftwoven of bundles or tows of ~500, 10–20 mm dia.
column) as function of relative positions ofNicalon fibres, and there were approximately
holes (squares and diamonds) in plane weave

6·3 tows cm−1. Two architectures were examined: Nicalon cloths on either side of each channel
0/90° layups, where the tows in adjacent cloth layers (right column). Black pixels show positions of
are parallel, and 0/45° where the tows in adjacent lowest opening, with red, blue, green, and white
layers are rotated 45°. The preforms were infiltrated showing increasing opening. (Top) Poorly
with methyltrichlorosilane (MTS) at 975°C, and the defined, relatively closed channel due to
MTS flow was adjusted so that after 3, 6, and 9 h hole displacements 45? to tow direction. (Mid-

dle) Hole displacements along tow directiondensification would be 33, 67, and 100% complete
and set of parallel, one-dimensional channels.respectively.
(Bottom) Closely aligned holes and resultingSamples were imaged prior to and after each
two-dimensional network of openings.94–97increment of CVI, 400 contiguous slices were recorded
© Materials Research Society

and the reconstructions consisted of isotropic 15·8 mm
voxels. Data could not be collected at high resolution
because of the need to keep the entire reaction demonstrated the accuracy of the reconstruction.45

Measurement of surface area per unit volume as achamber in the field of view, i.e. as a direct conse-
quence of the number of elements in the CCD detec- function of fractional density94,95 agreed well with the

uniform deposition model used to describe the CVItor. In the 0/90° preform, the structure of the channels
between cloths depended on the relative displacement process;118 the slight differences could be attributed

to the fact that the surface area per unit volume ofof the holes in the cloths bounding the channel,94–97
and this relationship is illustrated in Fig. 7. Offsets macroporosity (channels and holes through cloth

layers) could be measured and the measurements45° to the two axes resulted in very closed channels
(Fig. 7, top), hole displacements along the two direc- could not include microporosity.

Materials transport is also important in solidstions produced an array of parallel, one-dimensional
open pipes (Fig. 7, middle), and when the holes were which do not have well defined porosity and, while it

is difficult to see how microtomography could becomealigned, a two-dimensional network of openings was
observed in the channels (Fig. 7, bottom). a universally applied tool in this context, it has been

shown to be very effective for non-destructively quan-A consequence of the voxel size was that individual
micropores within the tows could not be resolved, tifying the spatial distribution of corrosion products

within printed wiring boards.63,91 In the presence ofeven in the preforms. Nonetheless, accurate volume
fractions of Nicalon, deposited SiC, and miropores high voltage gradients, copper can diffuse and form

conductive anodic filaments (CAF) and short outwere obtained by taking averages over several subvol-
umes within tows for preform and for 3 and 6 h circuit elements,119 and microtomography has been

used to quantify the amount of copper within CAF.infiltration.94,95 Comparison of a microtomographic
section through a densified Nicalon–SiC composite Results of microtomography63 were in excellent agree-

ment with serial sectioning and the amount of copperwith an optical micrograph of nearly the same section

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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154 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

removed from the copper anode. It is important to Teeth consist of an outer covering of enamel and
an internal hard tissue dentin. By measuring the linearemphasise that the copper halide deposits comprising

the CAF are typically 20–40 mm below the surface of attenuation coefficients of enamel and dentin, Elliott
et al.129 appear to have been the first to quantify thethe printed wiring board, that the translucent boards

allow only indistinct visualisation of the CAF with difference in mineral content. Wong et al.130 demon-
strated that a molar and developing incisor could beoptical microscopy, and that an X-ray method is

required for non-destructive characterisation. Because distinguished quantitatively within a mouse mandible.
Gradients in mineral concentration in enamel but notthe contrast from the printed wiring board is so

variable and the contrast of the CAF along any in dentin were found from apex to incisal end of a
lower rat incisor.131,132 Elliott et al.133 and Kinneyparticular viewing direction is so weak, radiography

cannot provide images better than those from optical et al.134 studied demineralisation at a carious lesion
and subsequent remineralisation at the same site.microscopy. This work demonstrated how subsurface

CAF formation kinetics could be deduced non- Deciduous enamel defects in low birthweight children
have been easily distinguished from normal regionsdestructively with microtomography.
in the same teeth.127 Mercer and Anderson135 report
effects of applying CO2 laser pulses to human enamel.

Calcified tissue The ability of microtomography to quantify micro-
structure repeatedly can be key to following processesNumerous microtomographic studies of bone and

teeth have appeared and are likely to continue to in biological structures whose microstructure varies
greatly between individuals.appear on a regular or even accelerating basis.

Concerns such as osteoporosis and bone fracture in Nielsen et al.136 provided a three-dimensional ren-
dering of the root canal in an endodontically preparedthe elderly contribute to this activity. The normal

biological variability between individuals and the fact human maxillary molar, and the tissue loss (i.e.
increase in volume of the root canal space) due to thethat the calcified tissue is alive and alters its structure

in response to stimuli makes studies of calcified tissue endodontic procedure was clear even in the
127 mm×127 mm pixels of the reconstructions.more involved than those discussed above. Obtaining

statistically representative measurements of volumes Dowker et al.137 obtained similar images of human
upper third molar, upper central incisor, and upperof material is a particular advantage of microtomog-

raphy. In a limited number of cases non-destructive, lateral incisor with and without files inserted in the
root canal; these data consisted of isotropic ~39 mmin vivo comparisons of the same tissue volume have

been possible. For example, entire rats and mice can voxels and showed considerable detail such as unfilled
space in the canal sealant and the presence of dentinbe imaged in vivo,34,35 direct comparisons have been

made of the bone before and after induction of debris (Fig. 8). Dowker et al.137 also indicated that
the three-dimensional data sets will be used to illus-oestrogen depletion and onset of the accompanying

osteoporosis,120 and imaging with X-ray energies trate the variety of complexity of root canals during
computer assisted dental training. It is interesting toabove and below the Xe K edge allowed very sensitive

mapping of the distribution of fat (which absorbs Xe contemplate whether X-ray microtomography of
engineering materials can provide analogous com-heavily) within the head of a rat.73 Interconnection of

trabeculae (individual small plates or struts of calc- puter assisted learning opportunities for undergrad-
uate and graduate engineering or science students.ified tissue which form a meshwork in spongy bone)

can be followed with serial sectioning and image Future microtomography applications are expected
to include imaging accessory canals and investigatinganalysis,121 but microtomography has proved to be

an efficient alternative without requiring specialised fluid transport into root filled teeth; one anticipates
improvements in clinical procedures will soon be asample preparation.122 Interconnected Haversian

canals in cortical bone (channels for blood vessel and direct consequence.
Cortical bone has been studied by numerous inves-nerve supply for the surrounding dense bone) and

coronary arteries in rat hearts and kidneys are other tigators but much of the work has focused on demon-
strating what microtomography can see. Images of aexamples.123 Comparing results of microtomography

with histological sections93,122,124 and with results human finger bone, for example, have been obtained
at various X-ray energies in a demonstration of dualfrom other modalities125–127 has been very valuable.

The review of Davis and Wong67 provides a good energy microtomography.28 Infiltration of a KI solu-
tion into a section of deer antler67 was also observedintroduction of what has been done prior to 1996.

The most natural way of discussing studies of with a dual energy technique, but using tube generated
X-rays. The cortices of rabbit tibia have been imagedcalcified tissue is to focus on the type of mineralis-

ation. On the one hand are cortical bone and teeth and the results appear to indicate little, if any, change
in mineralisation levels across the bone.122,138 Corticalwhich have relatively uniform mineral distribution

while on the other is cancellous bone consisting of a bone from human femora have been imaged,51–58,82
and Haversian and Volkmann canals (for bloodlattice of plate-like trabeculae and rather anisotropic

mineralisation. Emphasis is typically on the degree of supply and innervation axial and transverse to the
femur axis respectively) have been resolved. Ratmineralisation for the former and on dimensions and

three-dimensional structural arrangement of the tra- femora have been the subject of considerable quanti-
tative work, including microtomographic calibrationbeculae for the latter. Various relatively large organs

have also been imaged,22,68,128 but these proof of of back scattered electron microscopy (BSEM) mean
atomic number images,139 comparison of microtom-principle studies fall outside the scope of a discussion

of X-ray microtomography. ography data with fluorescence data in a study of

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 155

a b

8 Surface renderings of upper lateral incisor after completion of root canal procedure showing both
inner and outer surfaces. Tooth after completion of filing of a root canal and b tooth after filling canal
with sealant (white pixels in tooth centre); surface of porosity remaining within sealant is superimposed
on rendering of sealant. Reproduced with permission of Mosby, Inc. from Ref. 137

aging bone,125 and the effect on mineralisation of threshold is necessary to produce accurate three-
dimensional renderings such as that shown in Fig. 9.space flight;140 and the mineral content of the young-

est cortical bone in a rat femur was found to match Earlier serial sectioning of cancellous bone and
unbiased estimates of connectivity did not reveal athat of young, metabolically active trabecular bone.

Spaceflight has a considerable effect on bone, and simple relationship between connectivity and bone
volume fraction.121 Using microtomography,microtomography was used to map the distribution

of mineral content as a function of distance from the Feldkamp et al.142 investigated anisotropy and con-
nectivity within 8 mm cubes of human cancelloushead of femora of growing rats.140 These authors

identified ‘striking regional differences’ in the distri- bones. In another study, numerous 8 mm cubes of
human cancellous bone (four cadavers without knownbution of mineral associated with femur maturation,

areas most vulnerable to mineralisation defect (i.e. bone disorders, various bones and cube orientations)
were imaged with 50 mm isotropic voxels prior tofailure of newly grown bone collagen to acquire

mineral ) and areas most likely to yield information mechanical determination of modulus and ultimate
strength.79,148 Bone volume fractions ranged from 6on the role of collagen production in the defect

formation. to 36%, trabeculae thickness from 0·10 to 0·19 mm,
and spacings from 0·32 to 1·67 mm. In normal bone,The network of small plates or trabeculae constitut-

ing cancellous bone are quite fine, and higher reso- strong correlations were found between the independ-
ent structural measures of bone volume fraction,lution microtomography is required for quantitative

analysis of these samples than for those of cortical trabecular plate number, and connectivity, and strong
relationships were found for modulus and ultimatebone or of teeth. In addition to absorption tomogra-

phy, described below, trabecular bone has also been strength, accounting for 80 to 90% of the variance in
these properties. Other work on modelling elasticimaged with scattered radiation.126 Trabeculae in

microtomographic sections reconstructed with moduli, based on three-dimensional networks defined
by microtomography, appear elsewhere.147,150,152~26 mm voxels appear clearly within a ~6 mm dia.

biopsy from a human iliac crest.65 A similar sized Goulet et al.79 suggest that mechanical influences
seem to alter the amount of bone by changing trabecu-sample from a fractured hip was imaged with a pencil

beam system at 25 mm spatial resolution; marrow was lar thickness while hormonal and/or chemical influ-
ences act to affect the number of trabeculae; this viewremoved prior to imaging and the mineral content

was consistent with osteoporosis.69 The morphology seems consistent with the results presented in the
following three paragraphs as well as the literaturerevealed in these two sections is quite similar. Other

studies have also imaged trabeculae.12,141–153 The cited by these authors. It is also almost certain that
the correlations between experimentally measuredeffect of spatial resolution on topological measure-

ments has been emphasised,151 and proper choice of macroscopic properties and modelling based on the

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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156 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

9 Three-dimensional rendering of 45 continuous
slices of human bone biopsy from femoral head.
Surface of ~2·7 mm×~2·7 mm cross-section
was defined with threshold of 3·0 cm−1, and
data were collected with Ag K

a
radiation at

44 mm resolution. Reproduced with permission
of IOP Publishing Ltd from Ref. 67

11 Map of fatigue crack opening in notched tensile
sample of Al–Li 2090 T8E41 as function of
applied load. Sample was reconstructed with10 Three-dimensional visualisation of cortical and
~6 mm isotropic voxels, and maps weretrabecular bone in proximal tibia of female rat
produced by projecting openings on to planeimaged just prior to (top) and 5 weeks after
perpendicular to loading axis. Loads at which(bottom) ovariectomy. In vivo imaging per-
sample was imaged were chosen to coverformed with 25 keV synchrotron X-radiation
unloading portion of a fatigue cycle. Whiteand covered volume approximately 1·5–
pixels show where openings were greater than3·5 mm distal to growth plate. 60% decrease
18 mm, red shows intermediate openings (onin trabecular bone volume was observed, and
the order of 9 mm), and decreasingly smallermuch of remaining volume was in form of
openings are shown as blue, green, or blackdisconnected fragments. Reproduced with
respectively. © Elsevier Science Ltd and Actapermission of the American Society for Bone
Metallurgica Inc. (AMI), Ref. 168and Mineral Research from Ref. 120
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 157

12 Mesh maps showing three-dimensional crack surface for notched tensile sample shown in Fig. 11. Only
portions of sample containing crack are shown, and viewing perspective is from outside sample from
side at which crack began to grow. Colours superimposed on three of the meshes indicate openings
for each position, with white being greatest and yellow, orange, red, blue, and black indicating
decreasing openings. Labels ‘c’, ‘d’, and ‘s’ in lower left mesh mark same positions as in Fig. 11, and
loads are indicated above each mesh. © Elsevier Science Ltd and Acta Metallurgica Inc. (AMI), Ref. 168

actual microstructure would not have been demon- showed less than 5% differences in mean bone morph-
ology variables between legs.155 Kinney and cowork-strated without X-ray microtomography. In theory,

one could measure elastic response and then use ers120,149 imaged (25 keV X-ray photons, other
parameters of the reconstruction were not specified)exhaustive serial sectioning to define the trabecular

network for use in three-dimensional modelling; in trabecular bone architecture of rat tibia in vivo before
and 5 weeks after ovariectomy induced osteoporosispractice, the labour required prohibits this approach.

Quantitative (conventional ) X-ray computed tom- and found a major loss in trabecular bone following
ovariectomy (Fig. 10). More important was theography and dual energy absorptivity (i.e. quantitat-

ive radiography) have demonstrated that these density change from an interconnected plate and strut-like
structure to one that is mostly disconnected, danglingmeasurements of human femora explained no more

than 30 to 40% of observed variance in modulus and trabecular elements (a morphology not observed in
non-ovariectomised rats). Finally, a strong linear50 to 60% of the variance in ultimate stress, and that

the orientation of cancellous cubes in the principal relationship was observed between connectivity and
volume of trabecular bone.compressive trabeculae region was a significant con-

tributor to mechanical properties independent of the Bonse et al.156 showed volume renderings of can-
cellous bone biopsies from a single patient overbone density,154 a direct indication that trabecular

microstructure is important in bone strength. Changes 15 years; the three-dimensional renderings clearly
show the large loss of bone as a result of chronicin trabecular morphology (thickness, relative density,

bone fraction, and separation) were studied in a hemodialysis from which the patient was suffering.
Numerical values for the volume fraction of bone andguinea pig model142,143 and in a canine model114 of

osteoarthritis; of particular interest in the canine study the ratio of the bone surface area/bone volume are
presented for the five biopsies shown. From thesewas that osteoarthritis was induced in one knee of

the dog while the other knee was left unaffected and data, it is possible that the main change is in the
number and connectivity of the trabeculae and notserved as a control; earlier microtomography work

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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158 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

in their thickness. Others have studied trabecular of the stress intensity range DK=Kmax−Kmin to
changes in pre- and post-menopausal women and DKeff<DK. The use of DKeff or other similar func-
numerically simulated changes in density and archi- tions reconciles (more or less) long and short crack
tecture beginning with the normal, pre-menopausal rate data and explains closure’s effect on crack propa-
structure.153 It is likely that these studies will multiply, gation rates.161 The fact that crack closure occurs and
given the aging populations in the industrial world. is important is widely accepted, even though how to
Further, a number of companies are marketing measure the closure load PCl used to calculate Keff is
reasonably priced turnkey microtomography systems subject to considerable debate.162–164 Normally load
(that is, compared to the cost of a typical biomedical deflection curves of samples exhibiting crack closure
research project). show two stages, a lower slope at higher stresses and

Healing processes have also been studied. Images a higher slope at lower stresses; PCl is taken to be the
of microcallus formations within trabecular bone have point where the tangents to the upper and lower
been interpreted to show the healing process after portions of the curves intersect.
microfracture.12 Guldberg and co-workers157 inserted Most studies of crack closure mechanisms have
a small chamber into dogs’ femora and tibia and relied on observations made on the intact sample
observed tissue repair with microtomography and surface or on the fracture surface after testing was
other methods after the 7 mm internal dia. chambers complete, but recently X-ray microtomography has
were removed from the animals. Repair response with been used to study crack closure at Al–Li 2090
and without mechanical stimulation was studied, and T8E41, in particular with in situ loading so the
after 12 weeks the bone volume fraction was 75% changing pattern of openings could be followed as a
larger in the loaded group relative to the unloaded function of applied load.49,165–170 This alloy (Al–Li
control group. Trabecular connectivity was increased 2090) is particularly interesting to study because
for the loaded bone relative to the control groups, fatigue crack growth rates are much lower in the L–T
the trabeculae were much thicker in the loaded biops- orientation than in other Al alloys used in aerospace
ies but the trabecular spacing was the same as was applications, and roughness induced crack closure is
the number of trabeculae. The results support the very pronounced in this alloy and persists to much
hypothesis that newly formed bone is deposited in higher stress intensity ranges than in other alloys.171,172
mechanically appropriate locations, and Guldberg Notched tensile samples with 2·0 mm and ~2·0 mm
et al.157 suggest that the limitation of strain magnitude gauge and notch tip dia. respectively, were examined
is important in the process of tissue adaptation. at four or five loads spanning the unloading portion

of the fatigue cycle.49,166–169 One set of observations
was done with 22 keV synchrotron X-radiation andFatigue crack closure
the second with X-rays from an Ag sealed source tube

During fatigue crack propagation, application of a
operated at 40 kV; both were reconstructed with

cyclically varying load drives crack extension, and ~6 mm isotropic voxels. The fatigue cracks were
many variables can affect crack growth rates.

rough in some places and quite planar in other parts,
Processes such as fatigue crack closure, explained

in agreement with crack surfaces of compact tension
below, greatly alter crack propagation rates, and

samples characterised with spatial and scanning elec-
understanding these has been the focus of consider-

tron microscopy.163,169–178 Crack openings were
able research. X-ray microtomography with in situ

quantified as a function of position for each loadloading of samples has recently been used to study
(Fig. 11 shows the openings measured for one samplehow, at what stress/stress intensities, and where crack
projected on to a plane perpendicular to the loadfaces come into contact or separate during a fatigue
axis), and crack contact, even at the maximum stress,cycle. After a brief description of the crack closure
was observed behind the crack tip, particularly atphenomenon, results obtained on an Al–Li alloy are
some, but not all, positions where the crack was atdiscussed.
its most non-planar (compare the left and right sidesFatigue crack closure describes situations where
of the valley labelled ‘s’ in Fig. 12). The more planarthe crack faces come into contact prematurely during
sections of the cracks zipped shut well before theunloading of a sample (i.e. before the minimum
microscopic closure load was reached (e.g. at ‘c’ instress of a fatigue cycle is reached) or where the crack
Fig. 11) while portions of the cracks remained openfaces remain in contact much longer than expected
in the non-planar sections at stresses below the micro-during loading. Without crack closure, one would
scopic closure load. In other words mixed modeexpect the crack faces either to come into contact just
contact was important, and this is best seen in three-when the cycles’ minimum stress smin is reached or
dimensional meshes showing crack position on whichnot to touch at all; without this effect, contact should
the openings (indicated by different colours) are super-occur over the entire crack face simultaneously. A
imposed (Fig. 12). Further, the fraction of voxels (ofvariety of mechanisms of crack closure have been
the original crack) open was observed to remainproposed, including: oxide or [other] particle induced
nearly constant on reducing the load from just aboveclosure,158 plasticity induced closure,159 and rough-
to just below the closure load; this was direct evidenceness induced closure.160 When portions of the crack
that the mixed mode surface began to carry significantfaces touch at stress s>smin , the minimum stress in
load at the point where the load displacement curveeach fatigue cycle, further displacements of the crack
starts to deflect,168 i.e. where the samples started tofaces in the vicinity of the crack tip are resisted
stiffen during unloading. These observations couldby this local contact, so that the driving ‘force’ for

crack extension decreases from the nominal value not have been made without microtomography.

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 159

13 Sequence of cuts through Al–Li 2090 T8E41 compact tension sample containing fatigue crack. Number
in lower part of each image gives distance of that cut (in mm) from tip of notch. Tips of small side
grooves, separated by 1·75 mm, appear at left and right of each image, and the darker the pixel, the
lower the absorption. © ICAA4, Ref. 165

Microtomographic quantification of fatigue crack polycarbonate179 or aluminium170 tubes can provide
enough rigidity and allow the sample to be viewedopening as a function of position has also been

performed in more conventional compact tension around 360°. The force on the sample was, in the
data presented above, applied pneumatically and cansample geometry.165,167,170 While these samples were

much smaller than normal (2–2·5 mm thick and also be applied by a screw mechanism much in the
fashion of commercial mechanical testing apparatus.25·4 mm from notch tip to back face), they were

scaled according to ASTM specifications and, because Note that simple, small and portable loading appar-
atus are not really suitable for growing fatigue cracksthe entire width must be kept within the beam, this

limited the voxel size to 20 mm in one case165,167 and and require that a cracked specimen be dismounted
from a conventional servohydraulic apparatusto 59 mm in the second.170 An effective way of pre-

senting the crack geometry is to show a series of and remounted in the loading apparatus. Another
approach employs support posts and a pair ofequally spaced cuts spanning the length of the crack;

Fig. 13 shows data from a series of 20 mm thick cuts synchronised rotators on either side of the sample;
the rotators allow sample views over 360°C toperpendicular to the nominal crack plane and to the

large faces of the compact tension sample. The mul- be obtained without moving the posts into the
beam.105,180 The latter apparatus has the capabilitytiple small asperities seen between 0·3 and 0·9 mm

from the notch tip give way to a relatively planar of testing samples to 15·6 kN.
section of the crack which extends to about 3·1 mm
from the notch. Similar variation appears over the Future directionsremainder of the 8·3 mm of crack which is visible.

A necessary component of the in situ microtomog- There is no lack of interesting materials applications
for microtomography. The availability of intense,raphy of crack closure is use of loading apparatus.

The simplest approach is to use an X-ray transparent hard X-rays (E>50 keV) at the newest generation
synchrotron radiation sources means that morestandoff to hold the two grips apart; thin walled

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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160 Stock X-ray microtomography of materials

absorbing samples such as nickel and copper can be
studied. The decrease in cost of CCD camera systems
as well as approaches such as time delay integration82
increased accessibility of microtomography tech-
nology, and more research groups are finding it
practical to apply it to problems that interest them.

The results reviewed above were based on measur-
ing changes in X-ray absorptivity, but other modes
of microtomography are possible. These include X-ray
fluorescence, X-ray phase contrast, and X-ray diffrac-
tion microtomography. Relatively little has appeared
on these topics.

X-ray fluorescence microtomography125,181–183
requires use of a pencil beam geometry and is prob-
ably impractical unless synchrotron X-radiation is
used. If one were interested in mapping the concen-
tration of atoms of Y, an X-ray beam with photon
energy E>E(K

a
(Y)) would be used. The atoms of Y

within the volume traversed by the beam would
fluoresce, and the signal would be collected by an
energy sensitive detector placed well outside the direct
beam. Correction must be made for the varying paths
of the fluorescent X-rays out of the sample, and once
this is done one has a quantity analogous to the line
integral in equations (5) and (6). Iron in a bee’s
head181 and dilute iodine based contrast media in
several channels within a 12 mm acrylic cylinder182
have been mapped with 250 mm×250 mm
1000 mm voxels and ~103 ppm sensitivity and with
1 mm×1 mm×2 mm voxels and 103 ng/voxel sensi-
tivity respectively. In the latter report reconstruction 14 Illustration of interferometer (top) and
was also performed with Compton scattered radi- apparatus (bottom) for phase contrast X-ray
ation. Thus, one of the advantages of fluorescence computed tomography. Monolithic Si crystal
tomography is that much smaller concentration interferometer splits incident beam at S, split
differences can be observed than with conventional beams are diffracted again at mirror M so that
absorption tomography. Pencil beam data collection they recombine at analyser A. When sample

(‘object’ in top diagram and ‘sample cell’ inis quite slow, fluorescence counting rates at any one
bottom schematic) is placed in one of beamsposition are also very low and it is difficult, in general,
propagating from M, phase shifts result.to compensate for the different path lengths and the
Insertion of phase shifter in other beam pathpotentially inhomogeneous pattern of absorption that
allows one to collect enough information forthe fluorescent X-rays must traverse on their way to each view. Reproduced with permission of

the detector. SPIE from Ref. 184
Recently there has been a strong interest in X-ray

phase contrast microscopy and computed tomogra-
phy because this modality (phase contrast) can be are locally distorted, in a way that varies depending

on what substance(s) and what path length(s) aretwo or more orders of magnitude more sensitive than
conventional attenuation constants for samples con- present, i.e. on the variation of the refractive index. A

number of interference images are required to obtainsisting of light elements.184–187 Synchrotron radiation
is required, as is an X-ray interferometer made from a single phase–contrast radiograph which can be used

as one of the views required for tomographic recon-a monolithic block of perfect Si; Fig. 14 is a schematic
showing how much an interferometer could be used struction, but discussion of these details is beyond

the scope of this brief description.184–187 A 4 mm dia.for phase contrast computed tomography. One type
of interferometer consists of three parallel X-ray ‘half rod-like section of the cancerous rabbit liver was

imaged with 12 mm isotropic voxels, and normalmirrors’ spaced equally apart. The first crystals,
diffracting in transmission, split the beam, and the tissue, fibrous tissue, cancer tissue, and degenerated

cancerous lesions were clearly visible.184 A rat cereb-resulting two beams are diffracted by the second
crystal or mirror M. The beams diffracted from M rum and an intracranial segment of rat trigeminal

nerve have also been studied (2–5 mm dia. samplesare superimposed in the third crystal or analyser A
and diffract once again. The result is that a pair of with 8–15 mm spatial resolutions).185

Light scattering in optically transparent samples isbeams are superimposed in the direction of the beam
incident on S and a second pair are superimposed yet another way of performing microtomography,188

but this is of only limited applicability since mostalong the direction of the beam diffracted from S;
when no object is in one of the wave paths, the waves engineering materials are optically opaque. X-ray

diffraction can be used in a type of tomographyare in phase and there is no contrast. When an object
is placed in one of the beam paths, the wavefronts for polycrystalline samples: the three-dimensional

International Materials Reviews 1999 Vol. 44 No. 4
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Stock X-ray microtomography of materials 161

11. . .  and . . : ‘The advanced developmentvariation of grain orientation, i.e. microtexture can
of X-ray computed tomography applications’, US Air Forcebe accurately determined174–178,189 using polychro-
Wright Laboratory publication WL-TR-93-4016, February

matic or monochromatic synchrotron X-radiation. 1994.
One method of extracting the depth within a sample 12. .  and . : Prog. Biophys. Mol. Biol., 1996,

65, 133–169.from which a diffracted beam originated is to record
13. .  and . : in ‘Damage detection in compos-the diffracted beams on a two-dimensional detector
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